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Abstract
This work focuses on off-policy evaluation (OPE) with function approximation in
infinite-horizon undiscounted Markov decision processes (MDPs). For MDPs that
are ergodic and linear (i.e. where rewards and dynamics are linear in some known
features), we provide the first finite-sample OPE error bound, extending existing
results beyond the episodic and discounted cases. In a more general setting, when
the feature dynamics are approximately linear and for arbitrary rewards, we propose
a new approach for estimating stationary distributions with function approximation.
We formulate this problem as finding the maximum-entropy distribution subject to
matching feature expectations under empirical dynamics. We show that this results
in an exponential-family distribution whose sufficient statistics are the features,
paralleling maximum-entropy approaches in supervised learning. We demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed OPE approaches in multiple environments.
1 Introduction
Recently, there have been considerable advances in reinforcement learning (RL), with algorithms
achieving impressive performance on game playing and simple robotic tasks. Successful approaches
typically learn through direct (online) interaction with the environment. However, in many real
applications, access to the environment is limited to a fixed dataset, due to considerations of cost,
safety, or time. One key challenge in this setting is off-policy evaluation (OPE): the task of evaluating
the performance of a target policy given samples collected by a behavior policy.
The focus of our work is OPE in infinite-horizon undiscounted MDPs, which capture long-horizon
tasks such as game playing, routing, and the control of physical systems. Most recent state-of-the-art
OPE methods for this setting estimate the ratios of stationary distributions of the target and behavior
policy [Liu et al., 2018, Nachum et al., 2019a, Wen et al., 2020, Nachum and Dai, 2020]. These
approaches typically produce estimators that are consistent, but have no finite-sample guarantees,
and even the existing guarantees may not hold with function approximation. One exception is the
recent work of Duan and Wang [2020], which relies on linear function approximation. They assume
that the MDP is linear (i.e. that rewards and dynamics are linear in some known feature space) and
analyze OPE in episodic and discounted MDPs when given a fixed dataset of i.i.d. trajectories. They
establish a finite-sample instance-dependent error upper bound for regression-based fitted Q-iteration
(FQI), and a nearly-matching minimax lower bound.
Our work extends the results of Duan and Wang [2020] to the setting of undiscounted ergodic linear
MDPs and non-i.i.d. data (coming from a single trajectory). We provide the first finite-sample OPE
error bound for this case; our bound scales similarly to that of Duan and Wang [2020], but depends
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on the MDP mixing time rather than horizon or discount. We are not aware of any similar results for
off-policy evaluation in average-reward MDPs. Indeed, while OPE with linear function approximation
has been well-studied for discounted MDPs [Geist and Scherrer, 2014, Dann et al., 2014, Yu, 2010a],
in the undiscounted setting even showing convergence of standard methods presents some difficulties
(see the discussion in Yu [2010b] for more details).
Beyond linear MDPs, we consider MDPs in which rewards are non-linear, while the state-action
dynamics are still (approximately) linear in some features. Here we propose a novel approach for
estimating stationary distributions with function approximation: we maximize the distribution entropy
subject to matching feature expectations under the empirical dynamics. Interestingly, this results in an
exponential family distribution whose sufficient statistics are the features, paralleling the well-known
maximum entropy approach to supervised learning [Jaakkola et al., 2000]. We demonstrate the
effectiveness of our proposed OPE approaches in multiple environments.
2 Preliminaries
Problem definition. We are interested in learning from batch data in infinite-horizon ergodic Markov
decision processes (MDPs). An MDP is a tuple (S,A, r, P ), where S is the state space, A is the
action space, r : S×A → R is the reward function, and P : S×A → ∆S is the transition probability
function. For ease of exposition, we will assume that states and actions are discrete, but similar ideas
apply to continuous state and action spaces. A policy pi : S → ∆A is a mapping from a state to a
distribution over actions. We will use Πpi to denote the transition kernel from a state-action pair (s, a)
to the next pair (s′, a′) under pi. In an ergodic MDP, every policy induces a single recurrent class of
states, i.e. any state can be reached from any other state. The expected average reward of a policy is
defined as
Jpi = lim
T→∞
E
[
1
T
T∑
t=1
r(st, at)
]
where st+1 ∼ P (·|st, at) and at ∼ pi(·|st) .
Assume we are given a trajectory of T transitions Dβ = {(st, at, rt)}T+1t=1 generated by a behavior
policy β in an unknown MDP. The off-policy evaluation problem is the task of estimating Jpi for a
target policy pi.
Stationary distributions. Let µpi(s) be the stationary state distribution of a policy pi, and let
dpi(s, a) = µpi(s)pi(a|s) be the stationary state-action distribution. These distributions satisfy the
flow constraint
µpi(s
′) =
∑
a′
dpi(s
′, a′) =
∑
s,a
dpi(s, a)P (s
′|s, a) . (1)
The expected average reward can equivalently be written as Jpi = E(s,a)∼dpi [r(s, a)]. Thus, one
approach to learning in MDPs from batch data involves estimating or optimizing dpi subject to (1). In
particular, given data sampled from dβ and distribution estimates d̂pi and d̂β , we can estimate Jpi as
Ĵpi =
1
T
∑T
t=1
d̂pi(st,at)
d̂β(st,at)
rt, as proposed by Liu et al. [2018].
Linear MDPs. When the state-action space is large or continuous-valued, a common approach to
evaluating or optimizing a policy is to use function approximation. Define the conditional transition
operator Ppi of a policy pi as
Ppif(s, a) := Es′∼P (·|s,a),a′∼pi(·|s′)[f(s′, a′)|s, a] . (2)
With function approximation, it is convenient to assume that for any policy, Ppi operates within a
particular function class F , i.e. for any f ∈ F , Ppif ∈ F [Duan and Wang, 2020]. We will assume
that F is the set of functions linear in some (known or pre-learned) features φ(s, a) ∈ Rm, such that
for some matrix Mpi ∈ Rm×m,
Ppiφ(s, a) =
∑
s′,a′
pi(a′|s′)P (s′|s, a)φ(s′, a′)> = φ(s, a)>Mpi + b>pi . (3)
Note that, unlike existing work, we specifically include a bias term bpi in the above model. When
φ(s, a) is a binary indicator vector for (s, a), Mpi corresponds to the state-action transition matrix
and bpi = 0. However, bpi is non-zero in other settings, such as MDPs with linear-Gaussian dynamics.
Similarly to Duan and Wang [2020], we will assume that rewards r(s, a) are linear in the same
features: r(s, a) = φ(s, a)>w. This assumption will be required for the purpose of analysis.
2
3 Off-policy evaluation
3.1 Maximum-entropy stationary distribution estimation
Given a policy pi(a|s), in order to compute an off-policy estimate of Jpi, we only need to estimate
the stationary state distribution µpi(s). We formulate this as a maximum-entropy problem subject to
matching feature expectations:
min
µ∈∆S
∑
s
µ(s) lnµ(s) (4)
s.t.
∑
s′,a′
µpi(s
′)pi(a′|s′)φ(s′, a′) =
∑
s,a
µpi(s)pi(a|s)
∑
s′,a′
P (s′|s, a)pi(a′|s′)φ(s′, a′) . (5)
Note that we have relaxed the original flow constraint (1) over all state-action pairs to only require
feature expectations to match, similarly to the maximum-entropy principle for supervised learn-
ing [Jaakkola et al., 2000]. Furthermore, under the linear MDP assumption and given the model
parameters (Mpi, bpi), the feature expectation constraint can be written as∑
s
µpi(s)φ(s, pi)
>(I −Mpi) = b>pi , (6)
where φ(s, pi) =
∑
a pi(a|s)φ(s, a) are feature expectations under the policy. In Appendix A, we
show that the optimal solution is an exponential-family distribution of the following form:
µpi(s|θpi,Mpi) = exp
(
φ(s, pi)>(I −Mpi)θpi − F (θpi|Mpi)
)
(7)
where F (θpi|Mpi) is the log-partition function. The parameters θpi are the solution of the dual problem:
θpi = arg min
θ
D(θ) := F (θ|Mpi)− θ>bpi . (8)
Note that the dual is convex, due to the convexity of the log-partition function in exponential
families. Given a batch of data, we estimate the stationary distribution µpi by first estimating
M̂pi and bˆpi using linear regression (see (11)), and then computing a parameter estimate as θ̂pi =
arg minθ F (θ|M̂pi)− bˆ>pi θ. When the log-partition function F (θ|M̂pi) is intractable, we can optimize
the dual using stochastic gradient descent. Noting that ∇θF (θ|Mpi) = Eµpi [(I −M>pi )φ(s, pi)], we
can obtain an (almost) unbiased gradient estimate using importance weights:
∇̂θF (θ|M̂pi) ∝
∑
s∈Dβ
µˆpi(s|θ, M̂pi)
µˆβ(s|θ̂β , M̂β)
(I − M̂>pi )φ(s, pi) (9)
where µˆβ(s|θ̂β , M̂β) is an estimate of the stationary distribution of the behavior policy computed
using the same approach (we assume that the behavior policy is known and otherwise estimate it
from the data). Finally, we evaluate the policy as
Ĵpi =
T∑
t=1
ρtrt where ρt =
µˆpi(st)pi(at|st)
µˆβ(st)β(at|st) .
In practice, it may be beneficial to normalize the distribution weights ρt to sum to 1, known as
weighted importance sampling [Rubinstein, 1981, Koller and Friedman, 2009, Mahmood et al.,
2014]. This results in an estimate that is biased but consistent, and often of much lower variance; the
same technique can be applied to the gradient weights following Chen and Luss [2018]. When the
log-normalizing constant is intractable, we can normalize the distributions empirically.
Linear rewards. When the rewards are linear in the features, r(s, a) = φ(s, a)>w, and bpi 6= 0,
there is a faster way to estimate Jpi. Noting that since Jpi =
∑
s,a dpi(s, a)φ(s, a)
>w, we only
need to estimate epi :=
∑
s,a dpi(s, a)φ(s, a) rather than the full distribution. Under the linear MDP
assumption, e>pi = b
>
pi (I −Mpi)−1. Thus, given estimates of the model and reward parameters
M̂pi, bˆpi, wˆ, we can evaluate the policy as
Ĵpi = bˆ
>
pi (I − M̂pi)−1wˆ . (10)
3
3.2 OPE error analysis.
Our analysis requires the following assumptions.
Assumption A1 (Mixing coefficient) There exists a constant κ > 0 such that for any state-action
distribution d, ∥∥(dβ − d)>Πβ∥∥1 ≤ exp(−1/κ) ‖dβ − d‖1
where Πβ is the transition matrix from (s, a) to (s′, a′) under the policy β.
Assumption A2 (Bounded linearly independent features) Let φ(s, a)> := [φ(s, a)> 1]. We
assume that maxs,a
∥∥φ(s, a)∥∥
2
≤ CΦ for some constant CΦ. Let Φ be an |S||A| × (m+ 1) matrix
whose rows are feature vectors φ(s, a). We assume that the columns of Φ are linearly independent.
Assumption A3 (Feature excitation) For a policy pi with stationary distribution dpi(s, a), define
Σpi = E(s,a)∼dpi [φ(s, a)φ(s, a)
>]. We assume that λmin(Σβ) ≥ σ > 0 and λmin(Σpi) ≥ σpi > 0.
The above assumptions mean that the exploration policy β(a|s) mixes fast and is exploratory, in the
sense that the stationary distribution spans all dimensions of the feature space. These assumptions
allow us to bound the model error. We also require the evaluated policy to span the feature space for
somewhat technical reasons, in order to bound the policy evaluation error.
Assume that rewards are linear in the features, r(s, a) = φ(s, a)>w. Given a trajectory
{(st, at, rt)}T+1t=1 , we estimate Mpi , bpi , and w using regularized least squares:[
M̂pi
bˆ>pi
]
=
(
Λ +
T∑
t=1
φ(st, at)φ(st, at)
>
)−1 T∑
t=1
φ(st, at)φ(st+1, pi)
> (11)
wˆ =
( T∑
t=1
φ(st, at)φ(st, at)
>
)−1 T∑
t=1
φ(st, at)rt (12)
where Λ is a regularizer and φ(s, a) =
[
φ(s,a)
1
]
. For the purpose of simplifying the analysis, we
let Λ = α
∑T
t=1 φ(st, at)φ(st, at)
>; in practice it may be better to use a diagonal matrix. Let
Wpi =
[
Mpi 0
b>pi 1
]
and similarly Ŵpi =
[
M̂pi 0
bˆ>pi 1
]
. The following Lemma (proven in Appendix B) bounds
the estimation error under Assumptions A1 and A3 for single-trajectory data:
Lemma 3.1. Let assumptions A1, A2, and A3 hold, and let α = C2Φσ−1κ/
√
T . Then with probability
at least 1− δ, for constants C and Cw,∥∥∥Ŵpi −Wpi∥∥∥
2
≤ CC4Φκσ−2
√
2 ln(2(m+ 1)/δ)/T
‖w − wˆ‖2 ≤ CwC2Φκσ−2
√
2 ln(2m/δ)/T ‖w‖2 .
The following theorem bounds the policy evaluation error.
Theorem 3.2 (Policy evaluation error). Let assumptions A1, A2, and A3 hold and assume that
problem (4)-(5) is feasible. Then, for a constant CJ , with probability at least 1− δ, the batch policy
evaluation error is bounded as
|Jpi − Ĵpi| ≤ CJC4Φκσ−1/2pi σ−2(1 + α)2
√
2 ln(2(m+ 1)/δ)/T ‖w‖2 . (13)
The proof is given in Appendix C and relies on expressing evaluation error in terms of the model error,
as well as on the contraction properties of the matrix (1 +α)−1Wpi . While we do not provide a lower
bound, note that the error scales similarly to the results of Duan and Wang [2020] for discounted
MDPs, which nearly match the corresponding lower bound.
Remark 1. Theorem 3.2 holds for any feasible solution µ of (4) and not necessarily just for the
maximum-entropy distribution.
Remark 2. Our results are shown for the case of discrete states and actions and bounded-norm
features. In the continuous case, similar conclusions would follow by arguments on the concentration
and boundedness of Σβ and Edβ ,P [φ(s, a)φ(s
′, pi)>].
4
3.3 Policy improvement
The previous sections provides an approach for estimating the average reward, but it is unclear how
to perform policy optimization. One possible formulation is to maximize the entropy-regularized
expected reward:
max
dpi∈∆S×A
∑
s,a
dpi(s, a)(r(s, a)− τ ln dpi(s, a)) s.t.
∑
s,a
d(s, a)φ(s, a)>(I − M̂pi) = bˆpi .
Unfortunately, this is no longer a convex problem, as the model (M̂pi, bˆpi) depends on the optimization
variables through pi(a|s) = d(s,a)∑
a′ d(s,a′)
. We describe some ways around this in Appendix F.
An alternative formulation is to construct a critic for the purpose of policy improvement. Let Qpi(s, a)
be the state-action value function of a policy, corresponding to the value of taking action a in state s
and then following the policy forever, and satisfying the Bellman equation
Qpi(s, a) + Jpi = r(s, a) +
∑
s′,a′
P (s′|s, a)pi(a′|s′)Qpi(s′, a′) (14)
The true Qpi and Jpi minimize the Bellman error:
LBE(Q, J) = E(s,a)∼dpi
[
(Q(s, a) + J − r(s, a)−Es′∼P (·|s,a),a′∼pi(·|s′)[Q(s′, a′)])2
]
. (15)
In the off-policy case, the above expectation can be taken with respect to the stationary distribution of
the behavior policy instead and importance-corrected if possible. Typically, the Bellman error cannot
be minimized directly, as it includes an expectation over unknown P , and we only have access to a
sample trajectory. However, under the linear MDP assumption, all Q-functions are linear, and thus
we can estimate these expectations using the feature-dynamics model. Thus we have the following
objective for fitting a critic with linear function approximation Qpi(s, a) = φ(s, a)>vpi:
LMBE(v, J |M̂pi, bˆpi) = E(s,a)∼dpi [(φ(s, a)>(I − M̂pi)v − bˆ>pi v + J − r(s, a))2] (16)
Consider instead minimizing the absolute average Bellman error |LAVG(v, J)|, where
LAVG(v, J) := E(s,a)∼dpi [φ(s, a)
>(I − M̂pi)v − b>pi v + J − r(s, a)] . (17)
This error is minimized when J = Edpi [r(s, a)] and Edpi [φ(s, a)
>(I − M̂pi)v] = b>pi v. The second
condition corresponds to driving the gradient of our dual objective to zero. The recent work of Xie
and Jiang [2020] suggests that there are some theoretical advantages to minimizing the average rather
than squared Bellman error in discounted MDPs. However, in the undiscounted case, it is unclear
whether v is useful for policy improvement, as the minimizer is not a function of the reward. We
leave further investigation of policy improvement in average-reward MDPs for future work.
4 Related work
The linear MDP assumption along with linear rewards implies that all value functions are linear. Thus
we first discuss similarities between our approach and common linear action-value function methods
in literature, and then give an broader overview of other related work.
TD error. The residual gradient algorithm of Baird [1995] minimizes the mean squared temporal
difference (TD) error:
LTD(v, J) =
1
T
T∑
t=1
(
φ(st, at)
>v + J − rt − φ(s′t, pi)>v
)2
(18)
It is well-known that this objective is a biased and inconsistent estimate of the true Bellman error
[Bradtke and Barto, 1996]. Correcting the bias requires double samples (two independent samples of
s′ for the same (s, a) pair), which may not be available in a single-trajectory dataset. More recent
methods rely on fixed point iterations, using the parameters from the previous iteration to construct
regression targets. In our setting, fitted Q-iteration (FQI) can be written as
v(k+1), J (k+1) = arg min
v,J
T∑
t=1
(φ(st, at)
>v + J − rt − φ(s′t, pi)>v(k))2 (19)
5
The convergence of FQI is guaranteed only in restricted cases (e.g. Antos et al. [2008]), and no
guarantees exist in the undiscounted setting to the best of authors’ knowledge.
PBE error. Another class of methods minimize the projected Bellman error, which corresponds to
only the error representable by the features. The advantage of this approach is that the error due
to not having exact dynamics expectations is not correlated with the TD error [Sutton et al., 2009].
Let Dβ = diag(dβ), and let Qpi be the action-value function of pi as a vector. In matrix form, the
projected Bellman equation (PBE) can be written as
Qpi = Gβ(r − Jpi1+ ΠpiQpi), where Gβ = Φ(Φ>DβΦ)−1Φ>Dβ (20)
where Φ excludes bias. Methods that attempt to solve (the sample-based version of) the above equation
using fixed-point iteration may diverge if the matrix GβΠpi is not contractive (has spectral radius
greater than or equal to 1). The contractiveness condition has been shown to hold in the on-policy
setting (β = pi) under mild assumptions by Yu and Bertsekas [2009], but need not hold in general.
Practical solutions may ensure convergence by regularizing Gβ as Gbβ = Φ(Φ
>DβΦ + bI)−1Φ>Dβ ;
however, the required bias b may be large. Another approach, popular in the discounted setting,
is to minimize the PBE error using least squares methods like LSTD and LSPE [Yu, 2010a, Dann
et al., 2014, Geist and Scherrer, 2014]. A general complication in the average-reward case is that,
unlike with discounted methods which only estimate Qpi , we also need to solve for Jpi . One possible
heuristic is to initially use a guess for Jpi . However, the resulting projected equation may not have a
solution [Yu, 2010a, Puterman, 2014], and for OPE, Jpi is actually the quantity we are after.
DualDICE [Nachum and Dai, 2020]. DualDICE and related methods optimize the Lagrangian of the
following linear programming (LP) formulation of the Bellman equation:
min
J,Q
−J s.t. Q+ J1 ≤ r + ΠpiQ .
For the average reward case, linear function approximation Q = Φv, and a linear MDP satisfying
ΠpiΦ = ΦWpi , the problem Lagrangian is (see also Zhang et al. [2020], Nachum and Dai [2020]):
max
d
min
J,v
L(d, J, v) = −J + d>(Φ(I −Wpi)v + J) . (21)
We solve an entropy-regularized version of the dual LP using a learned model Ŵpi. This can be
seen as a particular convex instantiation of DualDICE with function approximation - a linear feature
model, linear value functions, and exponential-family stationary distributions.
Dual approaches to batch RL. Many recent methods for batch policy evaluation and optimization
rely on estimating stationary distribution ratios that (approximately) respect the MDP dynamics [Liu
et al., 2018, Nachum et al., 2019a,b, Wen et al., 2020]. In particular, Liu et al. [2018] impose a similar
constraint to ours on matching feature expectations. However, while we enforce the constraint for a
particular feature representation, they minimize the squared error of violating the constraint while
maximizing over smooth feature functions in a reproducing kernel Hilbert space. Feng et al. [2019]
minimize a kernel loss for solving the Bellman equation. We note that our approach can also be
kernelized, by using kernel ridge regression in place of linear regression for the model. Most of the
existing approaches yield consistent estimators, but have no finite-sample guarantees. One exception
is the work of Duan and Wang [2020], which provides a minimax lower bound and nearly-matching
finite-sample error bound in linear finite-horizon and discounted MDPs, given a dataset of i.i.d.
trajectories. Under a similar linearity assumption, we provide a finite-sample OPE error bound for
average-cost ergodic MDPs, and our approach only requires a single trajectory of the behavior policy.
Maximum-entropy estimation. The maximum-entropy principle has been well-studied in super-
vised learning (see e.g. Jaakkola et al. [2000]). There the objective is to maximize the entropy of a
distribution subject to feature statistics matching on the available data, and the corresponding dual
is maximum-likelihood estimation of an exponential family. In the batch RL setting, we maximize
entropy subject to feature expectations matching under the MDP dynamics. For the linear MDP,
the resulting distribution is also in the exponential family, and parameterized in a particular way
that includes the model. Existing methods for modeling stationary distributions with function ap-
proximation tend to use linear functions and require extra constraints to ensure non-negativity and
normalization [Rivera Cardoso et al., 2019, Abbasi-Yadkori et al., 2019b]. Exponential families seem
like a more elegant solution, and also correspond to well-studied settings such as the linear quadratic
regulator. Hazan et al. [2019] proposed learning maximum-entropy stationary distributions for the
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Figure 1: Experiments with behavior policy ε-greedy w.r.t. pi on synthetic environments and Taxi
(mean and standard deviation for 100 target policies pi). Note that the plots are slightly shifted along
the horizontal axis to make error bars easier to see.
purpose of exploration. They focused on the tabular MDP case, and required an oracle for solving
planning problems with function approximation, since in that case the entropy maximization problem
may not be convex. We provide a convex formulation of this problem with function approximation in
the linear MDP setting, which can also be used with neural networks (by learning reperesentations).
5 Experiments
We compare our approach to other policy evaluation methods relying on function approximation.
Since our focus is not on learning representations, we experiment with a fixed linear basis. We
evaluate fitted Q-iteration (FQI) implemented as in (19) and Bellman residual minimization (BRM)
implemented as in (18). We also use the average reward of the behavior policy as the simplest baseline.
We refer to the closed-form version of our approach in (10) as MODEL, and to the version solving for
the stationary distribution as MAXENT. We regularize the covariances of all regression problems
using αI with tuned α.3 For MAXENT, we optimize the parameters using full-batch Adam [Kingma
and Ba, 2014], and normalize the distributions empirically. For experiments with OpenAI Gym
environments [Brockman et al., 2016] (Taxi and Acrobot), we additionally use weighted importance
sampling [Mahmood et al., 2014] for both the gradients and the objective. Unless stated otherwise,
we generate policies by partially training on-policy using the POLITEX algorithm [Abbasi-Yadkori
et al., 2019a], a version of regularized policy iteration with linear Q-functions. We compute the true
policy values Jpi using Monte-Carlo simulation for Acrobot, and exactly for other environments.
Overall, we find that using a feature model is helpful with linear value-function methods.
Synthetic environments. We generate synthetic MDPs with 100 states, 10 actions, and transition
matrices P generated by sampling entries uniformly at random and normalizing columns to sum to 1.
We represent each state with a 10-dimensional vector φS(s) of random Fourier features [Rahimi and
Recht, 2008], and let φ(s, a) = φS(s)⊗φA(a), where φA(a) is a binary indicator vector for action a.
We experiment with linear rewards r(s, a) = −φ(s, a)>w with entries of w generated uniformly at
random, and with non-linear rewards of the form r(s, a) = − exp(2φ(s, a)>w). We generate target
policies pi by training on-policy, and set behavior policies β to be ε-greedy with respect to pi. We
plot the evaluation error |Jpi − Ĵpi| for several values of ε in Figure 1 (showing mean and standard
deviation for 100 random MDPs for each ε). We can see that the model-based approaches are less
sensitive to the difference between pi and β, and the advantage of inferring the full distribution in
the non-linear reward case. Note also that the true underlying dynamics are not low-rank, but our
low-rank approximation still results in good estimates.
Taxi. The Taxi environment [Dietterich, 2000] is a 5×5 grid with four pickup/dropoff locations. Taxi
actions include going left, right, up, and down, and picking up or dropping off a passenger. There is a
reward of -1 for every step, a reward of -10 for illegal pickup/dropoff actions, and a reward of 20
for a successful dropoff. In the infinite-horizon version, a new passenger appears after a successful
dropoff. Our state features include indicators for whether the taxi is empty / at pickup / at dropoff
and their pairwise products, and xy-coordinates of the taxi, passenger, and dropoff. We set pi to be
3Starting with α = 1, we keep doubling α for FQI as long as it diverges, and for MAXENT as long as
|λmax(Ŵpi)| > 1).
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Figure 2: Left: experiments on LQ control, where ε and ε1 control the suboptimality of the behavior
and target policies, respectively. The more suboptimal policies are difficult to evaluate with BRM
and FQI. Right: predicted vs. true value on Acrobot for 100 target policies evaluated using the same
behavior policy. The errors are: Behavior 0.24 (±0.17), BRM 0.23 (±0.17), FQI 0.14 (±0.10),
MODEL 0.13 (±0.11), MAXENT 0.15 (±0.14).
0.05-greedy w.r.t. a hand-coded optimal strategy, and β to be ε-greedy w.r.t. pi. A comparison of
different policy evaluation methods is given in Figure 1. In this case, all methods are somewhat
affected by the suboptimality of the behavior policy, possibly due to fewer successful dropoffs, and
FQI and MODEL perform best.
Linear quadratic regulator. We evaluate our approach on the linear quadratic (LQ) control system
in Dean et al. [2019], where stationary distributions, policies, and transition dynamics are Gaussian.
We only evaluate a model-based approach here (as well as FQI and BRM) since the model fully
constrains the solution, and solve a constrained optimization problem to ensure positive-definite
covariances (see Appendix E for full details). We generate policies by solving the optimal control
problem for the true dynamics and noisy costs, where ε controls the noise for β and ε1 controls the
noise for pi. The results are shown in Figure 2 (left) for ten values of ε and three values of ε1. While
ε does not seem to affect the OPE performance, the error increases with ε1 for BRM and FQI.
Acrobot [Sutton, 1996] is a simple episodic discrete-action physical control task. The system includes
two links and two joints, one of which is actuated. The goal is to swing the lower link up to a given
height. We set the reward at each time step to the negative distance between the joint to its target
height, and to 100 when the lower link reaches its target height. Each episode ends after 500 steps,
or after the target height is reached, after which we reset. The observations are link positions and
velocities; we featurize them using the multivariate Fourier basis of order 3 as described in Konidaris
et al. [2011]. For this task, we partially train 101 policies, set β to the first policy, and evaluate the
remaining policies. The results are shown in Figure 2 (right). In this case, BRM predictions seem
more correlated to the behavior policy than to the target. The other methods are better correlated with
the target policy, but have somewhat high error. Possible reasons for this are the episodic nature of
the environment, and the true underlying dynamics being only locally linear.
6 Conclusion and future work
We have presented a new approach to batch policy evaluation in average-reward MDPs. For linear
MDPs, we have provided a finite-sample bound on the OPE error, which extends the previous
results for discounted and episodic settings. In a more general setting with non-linear rewards
and approximately linear feature dynamics, we have proposed a maximum-entropy approach to
finding stationary distributions with function approximation. Given that the linear MDP assumption
is fairly restrictive, one important direction for future work is extending the framework beyond
linear functions. Another direction we are planning to explore is applying this framework to policy
optimization. Finally, note that the maximum-entropy objective corresponds to minimizing the KL-
divergence between the target distribution and the uniform distribution, and we can easily minimize
the KL divergence to other distributions instead. While the maximum entropy objective is justified in
some cases (see Appendix D), our formulation allows us to incorporate other prior knowledge and
constraints when available, and this is another direction for future work.
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Broader impact
In general, when learning from a batch of data produced by a fixed behavior policy, we may inherit the
biases of that policy, and our models may not generalize beyond the support of the data distribution.
In our paper, we circumvent this issue by assuming that the information sufficient for evaluating and
optimizing policies is contained in some known features, and that the behavior policy is exploratory
enough in the sense that it spans those features. These assumptions may not always hold when
applying the method in practice.
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A Off-policy evaluation dual objective
We formulate the estimation of the stationary state distribution µpi(s) given a policy pi(a|s) as a
maximum-entropy problem subject to matching feature expectations under the linearity assumption:
min
µ
∑
s
µ(s) lnµ(s) (22)
s.t.
∑
s,a
µ(s)pi(a|s)φ(s, a)>(I −Mpi) = b>pi (23)∑
s
µ(s) = 1 (24)
Let φ(s, pi) =
∑
a pi(a|s)φ(s, a) be the expected state features under the target policy. For a fixed /
given Mpi , the Lagrangian of the above objective is:
L(µ, θ, λ) =
∑
s
µ(s) lnµ(s) + b>pi θ −
∑
s
µ(s)φ(s, pi)>(I −Mpi)θ − λ(
∑
s
µ(s)− 1)
Setting the gradient of L(µ, θ) w.r.t. µ(s) to zero, we get
0 = lnµ(s) + 1− φ(s, pi)>(I −Mpi)θ − λ
µ(s) = exp(φ(s, pi)>(I −Mpi)θ + λ− 1)
Because
∑
s µ(s) = 1, we get
1− λ = ln
∑
s
exp(φ(s, pi)>(I −Mpi)θ) := F (θ|Mpi),
where F (θ|Mpi) is the log-normalizer. By plugging this expression for µ into the Lagrangian, we get
the following dual maximization objective in θ:
D(θ) :=
∑
s
µ(s)(φ(s, pi)>(I −Mpi)θ − F (θ|Mpi)) + b>pi θ −
∑
s
µ(s)φ(s, pi)>(I −Mpi)θ
= b>pi θ − F (θ|Mpi) .
B Model error
B.1 Preliminaries
Our error analysis relies on similar techniques as the finite-sample analysis in Abbasi-Yadkori et al.
[2019a]. We first state some useful results.
Lemma B.1 (Lemma A.1 in [Abbasi-Yadkori et al., 2019a]). Let Assumption A1 hold, and let
{(st, at)}Tt=1 be the state-action sequence obtained when following the behavior policy β from an
initial distribution d0. For t ∈ [T ], let Xt be a binary indicator vector with a non-zero at the linear
index of the state-action pair (st, at). Define for i ∈ [T ],
Bi = E
[
T∑
t=1
Xt|X1, ..., Xi
]
, and B0 = E
[
T∑
t=1
Xt
]
.
Then, (Bi)Ti=0 is a vector-valued martingale: E[Bi − Bi−1|B0, . . . , Bi−1] = 0 for i = 1, . . . , T ,
and ‖Bi −Bi−1‖1 ≤ 4κ holds for i ∈ [T ].
The constructed martingale is known as the Doob martingale underlying the sum
∑T
t=1Xt. Let
Πβ be the transition matrix for state-action pairs when following β. Then, for t = 0, . . . ,m − 1,
E[Xt+1|Xt] = Π>βXt and by the Markov property, for any i ∈ [T ],
Bi =
i∑
t=1
Xt +
T∑
t=i+1
E[Xt|Xi] =
i∑
t=1
Xt +
T−i∑
t=1
(Πtβ)
>Xi and B0 =
T∑
t=1
(Πtβ)
>X0 .
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It will be useful to define another Doob martingale as follows:
Yi =
i∑
t=2
Xt−1X>t +
T∑
t=i+1
E[Xt−1X>t |Xi] =
i∑
t=2
Xt−1X>t +
T−i∑
t=i+1
diag(X>i Π
t−1
β )Πβ (25)
Y0 =
T∑
t=1
E[Xt−1X>t ] =
T∑
t=1
diag(d>0 Π
t−1
β )Πβ (26)
where d0 is the initial state-action distribution. The difference sequence can again be bounded as
‖Yi − Yi−1‖1,1 ≤ 4κ under the mixing assumption (see Appendix D.2.2 of Abbasi-Yadkori et al.
[2019a] for more details).
Let (Fk)k be a filtration and define Ek[·] := E[·|Fk].
Theorem B.2 (Matrix Azuma [Tropp, 2012]). Consider a finite (F)k-adapted sequence {Xk} of
Hermitian matrices of dimension m, and a fixed sequence {Ak} of Hermitian matrices that satisfy
Ek−1Xk = 0 and X2k  A2k almost surely. Let v =
∥∥∑
k A
2
k
∥∥. Then for all t ≥ 0,
P
(
λmax
(∑
k
Xk
)
≥ t
)
≤ m · exp(−t2/8v) .
Equivalently, with probability at least 1−δ, ‖∑kXk‖ ≤ 2√2v ln(m/δ). A version of the inequality
for non-Hermitian matrices of dimension m1 ×m2 can be obtained by applying the theorem to a
Hermitian dilation of X , D(X) = [ 0 XX∗ 0 ], which satisfies λmax(D(X)) = ‖X‖ and D(X)2 =[
XX∗ 0
0 X∗X
]
. In this case, we have that v = max (‖∑kXkX∗k‖ , ‖∑kX∗kXk‖).
Let Φ be a |S||A|× (m+ 1) matrix whose rows correspond to bias-augmented feature vectors φ(s, a)
for each state-action pair (s, a). Let φi be the feature vector corresponding to the ith row of Φ, and
let CΦ = maxi ‖φi‖2. For any matrix A, we have∥∥Φ>AΦ∥∥
2
=
∥∥∥∥∑
ij
Aijφiφ
>
j
∥∥∥∥
2
≤
∑
i,j
|Aij |
∥∥φiφ>j ∥∥2 ≤ C2Φ∑
i,j
|Aij | = C2Φ ‖A‖1,1 . (27)
B.2 Proof of Lemma 3.1
Proof. Let Φ be a |S||A|× (m+1) matrix whose rows correspond to bias-augmented feature vectors
φ(s, a). Let Dβ = diag(dβ). Let d˜β be the empirical data distribution, and D˜β = diag(d˜β). The
true and estimated (concatenated) model parameters can be written as
Ŵpi = (Λ + Φ
>D˜βΦ)−1Φ>D˜βΠ˜piΦ
Wpi = (Φ
>DβΦ)−1Φ>DβΠpiΦ
where Πpi is the true state-action transition kernel under pi, and Π˜pi corresponds to empirical next-state
dynamics P˜ . For the true model satisfying ΠpiΦ = ΦMpi, we have taken expectations over dβ and
taken advantage of Assumption A3.
Let Λ = αΦT D˜βΦ; in this case
Ŵpi =
1
1 + α
(Φ>D˜βΦ)−1Φ>D˜βΠ˜piΦ
We first bound the error for (1 + α)M̂pi . The model error can be upper-bounded as:∥∥∥(1 + α)Ŵpi −Wpi∥∥∥
2
≤
∥∥∥(Φ>DβΦ)−1Φ>(D˜βΠ˜pi −DβΠpi)Φ∥∥∥
2
+
∥∥∥((Φ>D˜βΦ)−1 − (Φ>DβΦ)−1)Φ>D˜βΠpiΦ∥∥∥
2
≤ σ−1
∥∥∥Φ>(D˜β −Dβ)ΠpiΦ∥∥∥
2
+
∥∥∥(Φ>D˜βΦ)−1 − (Φ>DβΦ)−1∥∥∥
2
∥∥∥Φ>D˜βΠpiΦ∥∥∥
2
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≤ σ−1
∥∥∥Φ>(D˜β −Dβ)ΠpiΦ∥∥∥
2
+ C2Φ
∥∥∥(Φ>D˜βΦ)−1 − (Φ>DβΦ)−1∥∥∥
2
where the second inequality follows from Assumption A3, and the last inequality follows from (27).
We proceed to bound the two terms
E1 = σ
−1
∥∥∥Φ>(D˜βΠ˜pi −DβΠpi)Φ∥∥∥
2
E2 =
∥∥∥(Φ>D˜βΦ)−1 − (Φ>DβΦ)−1∥∥∥
2
Bounding E1. Let (Yi)i be the Doob martingale defined in (25)-(26), and let Π˜β be the empirical
state-action transition matrix under the policy β. Note that D˜βΠ˜β = YT /T . Furthermore, let Kpi be
a |S||A| × |S||A| matrix defined as
Kpi(s,a),(s′,a′) =
{
pi(a′|s) if s′ = s
0 otherwise
Notice that D˜βΠ˜βKpi = D˜βΠ˜pi and DβΠβKpi = DβΠpi . We can upper-bound E1 as:
σ−1
∥∥∥Φ>(D˜βΠ˜β −DβΠβ)KpiΦ∥∥∥
2
=
1
σT
∥∥Φ>(YT − Y0)KpiΦ∥∥2 + 1σT ∥∥Φ>(Y0 − TDβΠβ)KpiΦ∥∥2
Note that Φ>YiKpiΦ is a matrix-valued martingale, whose difference sequence is bounded by∥∥(Φ>(Yi − Yi−1)KpiΦ)2∥∥2 ≤ C4Φ ‖(Yi − Yi−1)Kpi‖21,1 ≤ 16C4Φκ2
where we have used (27) and the fact that rows of Kpi sum to 1. Applying the matrix-Azuma
theorem B.2, we have that with probability at least δ,
1
σT
∥∥Φ>(YT − Y0)KpiΦ∥∥2 ≤ 8C2Φσ−1κ√2 ln(2(m+ 1)/δ)/T .
Using the mixing Assumption A1, and letting d0 be the initial state-action distribution,
1
σT
∥∥Φ>(Y0 − TDβΠβ)KpiΦ∥∥2 ≤ 1σT
T∑
t=1
∥∥Φ>diag(d>0 Πtβ − d>β )ΠβKpiΦ∥∥2
≤ C
2
Φ
σT
T∑
t=1
∥∥diag(d>0 Πtβ − d>β )Πpi∥∥1,1
≤ C
2
Φ
σT
T∑
t=1
exp(−t/κ) ‖d0 − dβ‖1 ≤
2C2Φκ
σT
Thus we get that with probability at least 1− δ,
E1 ≤ 8C2Φσ−1κ
(√
2 ln(2(m+ 1)/δ)/T + 1/T
)
Bounding E2. To bound E2, we first rely on the Woodbury identity to write
(Φ>D˜βΦ)−1 − (Φ>DβΦ)−1
= (Φ>DβΦ + Φ>(Dβ − D˜β)Φ)−1 − (Φ>DβΦ)−1
= (Φ>DβΦ)−1
(
(Φ>DβΦ)−1 + (Φ>(D˜β −Dβ)Φ)−1
)−1
(Φ>DβΦ)−1
E2 ≤ σ−2
∥∥∥((Φ>DβΦ)−1 + (Φ>(D˜β −Dβ)Φ)−1)−1∥∥∥
2
≤ σ−2
∥∥∥Φ>(D˜β −Dβ)Φ∥∥∥
2
≤ 8σ−2C2Φκ
(√
2 ln(2(m+ 1)/δ)/T + 1/T
)
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where the second line follows because (Φ>DβΦ)−1  0, and the last line follows by similar
concentration arguments as those for E1 for the matrix-valued martingale Φ>diag(Bi)Φ, with
probability at least 1− δ.
Bounding
∥∥∥Ŵpi −Wpi∥∥∥
2
. Putting previous terms together, with probability at least 1 − δ, for an
absolute constant C,∥∥∥(1 + α)Ŵpi −Wpi∥∥∥
2
≤ CC4Φκσ−2
√
2 ln(2(m+ 1)/δ)/T (28)
Furthermore, we have:∥∥∥Ŵpi −Wpi∥∥∥
2
≤
∥∥∥(1 + α)Ŵpi −Wpi∥∥∥
2
+ α
∥∥∥Ŵ∥∥∥
2
≤ CC4Φκσ−2
√
2 ln(2(m+ 1)/δ)/T + ασ−1C2Φ
Setting α = C2Φσ
−1κ/
√
T gives the final result.
Bounding ‖w − wˆ‖. For linear rewards r(s, a) = φ(s, a)>w, we estimate the parameters w using
linear regression. Abusing notation, assume that the feature matrix Φ does not include bias for the
purpose of this section. The true and estimated parameters w and wˆ satisfy
w = (Φ>DβΦ)−1Φ>Dβr (29)
wˆ = (Φ>D˜βΦ)−1Φ>D˜βr (30)
where r = Φw is the length-|S||A| vector of rewards. We have that
‖w − wˆ‖ =
∥∥∥(Φ>DβΦ)−1Φ>(Dβ − D˜β)Φw∥∥∥+ ∥∥∥((Φ>DβΦ)−1 − (Φ>D˜βΦ)−1)Φ>D˜βΦw∥∥∥
(31)
Using the bounds from the previous section, we get that for a constant Cw, with probability at least
1− δ,
‖w − wˆ‖ ≤ CwC2Φσ−2κ(
√
2 ln(2m/δ)/T ) ‖w‖ (32)
C Proof of Theorem 3.2 (policy evaluation error)
Proof. Assuming that the optimization problem is feasible, the following holds for the resulting
distribution dˆpi(s, a) = µˆpi(s)pi(a|s):∑
s,a
dˆpi(s, a)φ(s, a)
> =
∑
s,a
dˆpi(s, a)φ(s, a)
>Ŵpi .
Assume that the reward is linear in the features, r(s, a) = w>φ(s, a), and let wˆ be the corresponding
parameter estimate. Let w = [w0 ] and let wˆ = [ wˆ0 ].
The policy evaluation error is:
Jpi − Ĵpi =
∑
s,a
(dpi(s, a)φ(s, a)
>w − dˆpi(s, a)φ(s, a)>wˆ)
=
∑
s,a
(dpi(s, a)− dˆpi(s, a))φ(s, a)>w +
∑
s,a
dˆpi(s, a)φ(s, a)
>(w − wˆ) .
The norm of the second term is bounded by CΦ ‖w − wˆ‖2. We proceed to bound the first term.
Let Wαpi =
1
1+αWpi, and define e
> :=
∑
s,a d(s, a)φ(s, a)
> and eˆ> :=
∑
s,a dˆ(s, a)φ(s, a)
>. The
first term can be written as:
(e> − eˆ>)w = e>(Wαpi + αWαpi )w − eˆ>Ŵpi)w
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= (e− eˆ)>Wαpi w + eˆ>(Wαpi − Ŵpi)w + αe>Wαpi w
= (e− eˆ)>(Wαpi )2w
+ eˆ>(Wαpi − M̂pi)(I +Mαpi )w
+ αe>Wαpi (I + (W
α
pi )
2)w
= lim
K→∞
(e− eˆ)>(Wαpi )Kw +
(
eˆ>(Wαpi − Ŵpi) + αe>Wαpi
)( K∑
i=0
(Wαpi )
i
)
w
In order to evaluate the infinite sum, we first show that Wpi is non-expansive in a Σpi-weighted norm
(and hence Wαpi is contractive):
Σpi := E(s,a)∼dpi [φ(s, a)φ(s, a)
>]
= E(s,a)∼dpi [E(s′,a′)∼Πpi(·|s,a)[φ(s
′, a′)φ(s′, a′)>]]
= E(s,a)∼dpi [W
>
pi φ(s, a)φ(s, a)
>Wpi] + V
= W>pi ΣpiWpi + V (33)
where V  0. Multiplying each side of (33) by Σ−1/2pi from the left- and right-hand side, we get that
I = Σ−1/2pi W
>
pi Σ
1/2
pi Σ
1/2
pi WpiΣ
−1/2
pi + Σ
−1/2
pi V Σ
−1/2
pi
1 ≥
∥∥∥Σ1/2pi WpiΣ−1/2pi ∥∥∥2
2
Thus we have that
∥∥∥Σ1/2pi Wαpi Σ−1/2pi ∥∥∥
2
≤ (1 + α)−1, and we can compute the infinite sum as:
(Wαpi )
i = Σ−1/2pi
(
Σ1/2pi W
α
pi Σ
−1/2
pi
)i
Σ1/2pi∥∥∥∥∥
∞∑
i=0
(Wαpi )
i
∥∥∥∥∥ ≤
∞∑
i=0
∥∥∥Σ−1/2pi ∥∥∥∥∥∥Σ1/2pi Wαpi Σ−1/2∥∥∥i ∥∥∥Σ1/2pi ∥∥∥ ≤ CΦσ−1/2pi (1 + α)
The error can now be written as
|Jpi − Ĵpi| =
(
‖eˆ‖2
∥∥∥Wαpi − Ŵpi∥∥∥
2
+ α
∥∥e>Wαpi ∥∥2 + ‖u‖2))CΦσ−1/2pi (1 + α) ‖w‖2 + CΦ ‖w − wˆ‖2
Note that ‖e‖2 ≤ CΦ and ‖eˆ‖2 ≤ Cφ. Set α = C2Φσ−1κ/
√
T as in the previous section. From (28),
we have that ∥∥∥Wαpi − Ŵpi∥∥∥
2
≤ (1 + α)CC4Φκσ−2
√
2 ln(2(m+ 1)/δ)/T (34)
Plugging in the model errors and α and combining terms we get the final result in the theorem.
D Stationary distribution with large entropy
In this paper, we try to find the distribution over states that maximizes the entropy under some linear
constraints, and use it as a proxy for the stationary distribution. In this section, we provide some
theoretical evidence that at least when the probability transition over the states is sufficiently random,
the stationary distribution tends to have large entropy.
For simplicity, we focus on finite-state Markov chains instead of MDPs. Consider a Markov chain
with state space S and probability transition matrix P . Let S := |S|. Then the stationary distribution
d satisfies d> = d>P . In this section, we assume that each row of P is sampled uniformly at random
from the simplex over S , i.e., ∆S , independently of other rows. We prove the following result, which
shows that as S increases, the stationary distribution d converges to a uniform distribution over the
states at a rate O(1/√S).
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Theorem D.1. Let P be the probability transition matrix of a Markov chain with finite state space S ,
and assume that rows of P are sampled independently and uniformly at random from ∆S . Then, with
probability at least 1− δ, the stationary distribution d of the Markov chain satisfies∥∥∥∥ d‖d‖2 − 1√S 1
∥∥∥∥
2
≤ 2
√
10
δ
√
S
,
where 1 denotes an all-one vector.
Proof. We denote the uniform distribution over the simplex in RS by U . The distribution U is a
special case of Dirichlet distribution [Hazewinkel, 2001]. In this proof, we make use of the following
properties of U .
Lemma D.2. [Hazewinkel, 2001] Let x ∼ U and xi be the i-th coordinate of x. Then we have
E[xi] =
1
S
, E[x2i ] =
2
S(S + 1)
, E[x4i ] =
24
S(S + 1)(S + 2)(S + 3)
E[xixj ] =
1
S(S + 1)
, E[x2ix
2
j ] =
4
S(S + 1)(S + 2)(S + 3)
, ∀i 6= j.
This lemma gives us the following direct corollary.
Corollary D.3. Suppose that x and y are two independent samples from U . Then we have
E[‖x‖22] =
2
S + 1
(35)
E[x>y] =
1
S
(36)
E[‖x‖42] =
4(S + 5)
(S + 1)(S + 2)(S + 3)
(37)
E[(x>y)2] =
S + 3
S(S + 1)2
(38)
Proof.
E[‖x‖22] = E
[
S∑
i=1
x2i
]
=
2
S + 1
.
E[x>y] = E
[
S∑
i=1
xiyi
]
=
S∑
i=1
E[xi]E[yi] =
1
S
.
E[‖x‖42] = E
[
(
S∑
i=1
x2i )
2
]
=
S∑
i=1
E[x4i ] +
∑
i 6=j
E[x2ix
2
j ] =
4(S + 5)
(S + 1)(S + 2)(S + 3)
.
E[(x>y)2] = E
[
(
S∑
i=1
xiyi)
2
]
=
S∑
i=1
E[x2i y
2
i ] +
∑
i 6=j
E[xixjyiyj ] =
S + 3
S(S + 1)2
.
Now we turn to the proof of Theorem D.1. In the following, we define Σ̂ := PP>, Σ := E[Σ̂], and
let pi be the i-th column of P>. For a PSD matrix M , we define λi(M) as its i-th largest eigenvalue.
Since P is a probability transition matrix, we know that λ1(Σ̂) = 1, and the corresponding top
eigenvector is d‖d‖2 . We then analyze Σ. Since Σi,j = E[p
>
i pj ], according to Corollary D.3, we know
that Σi,i = 2S+1 , ∀i and Σi,j = 1S , ∀i 6= j. Thus
Σ =
S − 1
S(S + 1)
I +
1
S
11>.
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Then, we know that λ1(Σ) = 1 + S−1S(S+1) , λi(Σ) =
S−1
S(S+1) , ∀i ≥ 2. Then, the gap between the top
eigenvalue of Σ and the second largest eigenvalue of Σ is
λ1(Σ)− λ2(Σ) = 1. (39)
The top eigenvector of Σ is 1√
S
1. Next, we proceed to bound the difference between Σ and Σ̂. In
particular, we bound E[‖Σ̂− Σ‖2F ]. We have
E[‖Σ̂− Σ‖2F ] =
S∑
i=1
(
E[Σ̂2i,i]−E[Σ̂i,i]2
)
+
∑
i6=j
(
E[Σ̂2i,j ]−E[Σ̂i,j ]2
)
=
S∑
i=1
(
E[‖pi‖42]−E[‖pi‖22]2
)
+
∑
i 6=j
(
E[(p>i pj)
2]−E[p>i pj ]2
)
=
4S(S − 1)
(S + 1)2(S + 2)(S + 3)
+
(S − 1)2
S(S + 1)2
(40)
≤ 5
S
, (41)
where in (40) we use Corollary D.3. Thus, we have
E[‖Σ̂− Σ‖F ] ≤
√
E[‖Σ̂− Σ‖2F ] ≤
√
5
S
. (42)
According to Markov’s inequality, with probability at least 1− δ,
‖Σ̂− Σ‖F ≤
√
5
δ
√
S
. (43)
We then apply Davis-Kahan Theorem [Davis and Kahan, 1970] (see also Theorem 2 in Yu et al.
[2015]) and obtain √
1− 〈 d‖d‖2 ,
1√
S
1〉2 ≤ 2‖Σ̂− Σ‖F
λ1(Σ)− λ2(Σ) = 2‖Σ̂− Σ‖F ,
where for the equality we use (39). This implies∥∥∥∥ d‖d‖2 − 1√S 1
∥∥∥∥
2
=
√
2− 2〈 d‖d‖2 ,
1√
S
1〉
≤
√
2
√
1− 〈 d‖d‖2 ,
1√
S
1〉2
≤ 2
√
2‖Σ̂− Σ‖F . (44)
Then we can complete the proof by combining (43) and (44).
E Experiment details for linear quadratic control
In a linear-quadratic (LQ) control problem, the dynamics are linear-Gaussian in states x:
xt+1 = Axt +Bat + wt, wt ∼ N (0,W ) . (45)
Assume that all policies are linear-Gaussian: pi(a|x) = N (a|Kx,C). In this case, assuming that the
policy pi is stable (the spectral radius of A+BK is less than 1), the stationary state distribution is
µ(x) = N (0, S), where S = (A+BK)S(A+BK)> +W . (46)
Given an estimate of the dynamics parameters (Â, B̂, Ŵ ), maximum-entropy OPE corresponds to
the following convex problem:
max
S0
ln det(S) (47)
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s.t. S = (Â+ B̂K)S(Â+ B̂K)> + Ŵ (48)
Note that the constraint corresponds to that in the dual formulation of LQ control presented in Cohen
et al. [2018]. We solve the above problem using cvxpy [Diamond and Boyd, 2016]. The problem
will only be feasible if ρ(Â+ B̂K) < 1, where ρ(·) denotes the spectral radius. Furthermore, when
the system is controllable, the constraint fully specifies the solution and so the maximum-entropy
objective plays no role.
In LQ control problems, rewards are quadratic:
r(x, a) = −x>Qx− a>Ra, Q,R  0, (49)
Thus to evaluate policies, we can estimate Q and R, and estimate the policy value as
Ĵpi = trace(SQˆ) + trace((KSK
> + C)Rˆ) .
In our experimental setup, we produce the behavior policies by solving for the optimal controller for
true dynamics (A,B,W ), true action costs R, and state costs corrupted as
Q˜ = Q+ ε2U>U
U is a matrix of the same size as Q whose entries are generated uniformly at random. Given the corre-
sponding optimal linear feedback matrices K˜, we set behavior policies to β(a|x) = N (a|K˜x, 0.1I),
and we make target policies greedy, i.e. a = K˜x.
When evaluating policies using BRM and FQI, we use the following features for a policy pi(a|x) =
N (a|Kx,C):
φ(s, a) = VEC
([
xx> xa>
ax> aa>
])
, φ(s, pi) = VEC
([
xx> xx>K>
Kxx> Kxx>K> + C
])
.
F Batch policy optimization
To optimize policies, we can maximize the entropy-regularized expected reward∑
s,a d(s, a)(r(s, a) − τ ln d(s, a)) subject to the same feature constraints as before. Unfor-
tunately, in this case the feature expectation constraints are no longer linear, as the model M̂pi
depends on the optimization variables through pi(a|s) = d(s,a)∑
a′ d(s,a′)
. One possible optimization
approach is an EM-like algorithm that alternates between optimizing d(s, a) for fixed M̂pi, and
reestimating M̂pi for pi(a|s) ∝ d(s, a). A simpler alternative, proposed in Yang and Wang [2019],
is to assume that we have state-only features ψ(s) whose expectation is a linear function of the
state-action features:
Es′∼P (·|s,a)[ψ(s′)] = φ(s, a)>M
where M is a matrix of appropriate dimensions. Note that now M does not depend on the policy, and
can be kernelized as in Yang and Wang [2019]. With this, we formulate batch policy optimization as:
min
d∈∆S×A
∑
s,a
d(s, a)(−φ(s, a)>wˆ + τ ln d(s, a)) (50)
s.t.
∑
s,a
d(s, a)φ(s, a)>M̂ =
∑
s,a
d(s, a)ψ(s)> (51)
The optimal solution takes the form
d(s, a|θd, wˆ, M̂) = exp
(
1
τ
φ(s, a)>wˆ +
1
τ
(φ(s, a)>M̂ − ψ(s)>)θd − Fτ (θd, wˆ, M̂)
)
(52)
where Fτ (θd, wˆ, M̂) is the log-partition function, and θd = arg minθ F (θ, wˆ, M̂).
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